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1. Should lax financial regulation be blamed for the crisis? 

Lax financial regulation certainly bears part of the blame, not least with 

respect to undocumented mortgage loans, the emergence of a huge shadow 

banking system and the decision to allow banks to put into their trading 

books financial instruments which had never been traded, and indeed never 

could be traded. The fact that regulators have acted more recently to 

address these issues is a statement that they recognize these earlier 

shortcomings. That said, the regulators bear only part of the blame. Still 

more fundamental was the explosion of credit globally that was made 

possible by very easy monetary conditions, and the decision of bankers and 

others to ease credit standards in the pursuit of easy profits. 

 In sum, everyone involved is guilty of not having seen how the risks were    

building up and, in consequence, of not taking action to help avoid or even 

mitigate the ensuing crisis.  Perhaps even worse, no one made any effort to 

prepare for managing the crisis when it did hit. In most countries, deposit 

insurance regimes were inadequate, insolvency regimes for financial 

institutions were non existent, and agreements for cooperation between 

various official bodies had real shortcomings.  

2. Too big to fail. Should the size of financial institutions be regulated?    

Behind this question is the assumption that the disorderly failure of some 

financial institutions could cause so much systemic damage that it could not 

be allowed to happen. Regulating “size” has some superficial attractions but 

also some downsides. First, measuring “size” would be difficult given the 

variety of activities carried out by many large financial institutions. Of 

course, some of those activities might be banned or regulated, but that is 

another issue. A more important qualification is that, while size is likely 

related to the capacity to cause systemic damage, other considerations like 

complexity, the extent of interrelationships with other institutions and 

concentration in certain markets also matter. A lot of effort is now being 



put, and rightly so, in trying to identify which institutions are “systemic” and 

which are not. 

Of course, this immediately leads on to the question of how to handle such 

systemically important institutions. One road is to take measures to reduce 

the probability of their failing. Much of Basel 3 is designed to do this, as are 

recommendations that such institutions should be subject to closer 

regulatory oversight than others.  A second road is to reduce the damage 

caused in the event of a failure. This leads on to suggestions for “living wills” 

(perhaps better described as assisted euthanasia) and explicit bankruptcy 

regimes to ensure an orderly rather than a disorderly outcome. 

Finally, I would note that a financial system made up of only small 

institutions can also be subject to systemic risks. If many of these 

institutions have similar portfolios, are subject to similar shocks, and would 

likely react in the same way in extremis, then a highly disorderly outcome 

might also be the order of the day. In short, there are no magic bullets in 

this area. 

3. Derivative. Should we ban some of them?  

My instinctive reaction is to say no. Virtually all forms of derivatives have 

real usefulness for somebody. We should however ensure that the risks 

associated with certain kinds of derivatives are made very clear, both to 

those who sell them and those who buy them. I do not think this has always 

been the case. I think the same point could also be made for structured 

products. However, it is now obvious that even very sophisticated investors 

failed to appreciate the implications for the prices of structured products of 

increases in the correlations of defaults in the underlying securities. This 

implies the problem was not one of failing to share an understanding of the 

risks but one of sheer ignorance. I am not sure how to deal with that 

problem.  

The BIS in its 2009 Annual Report made the intriguing suggestion that all 

new financial products ought to be licensed, like pharmaceuticals. 

Presumably such a process would include an evaluation of the possible 

systemic implications of the use of new types of instruments. Whether this 



suggestion is practical, given the sheer number of new innovations in any 

given year, remains to be seen. 

4. A central clearing house for all transactions   

 I am not an expert in “plumbing” issues, which I regret because they are 

very important. Failures in the infrastructure supporting  clearing and 

settlement can have important systemic implications.  

I think there is a consensus that many more transactions should be 

standardized such that they can go through central clearing houses. This will 

reduce bilateral exposures to counterparty risk, and potential knock on 

effects with systemic implications. One caveat, however, is that the costs to 

customers, particularly non-financial institution doing normal hedging,   

should not rise excessively. Another caveat is that the continued good 

functioning  of the central clearing house then becomes ever more crucial. 

Its failure must become unthinkable.  

Finally, as with my thought about derivatives, there can be real value added 

with customized financial instruments of various sorts, and these would 

likely have to continue to trade “Over The Counter” (OTC). The trick will be 

to achieve a better balance than we currently have between OTC and 

exchange traded transactions. This rebalancing will have to be done in spite 

of strong opposition from financial institutions that make large profits from 

customized products, and the need for cross country harmonisation of such 

developments. 

      5. Are policymakers overreacting? Will we get regulatory overkill?    

With respect to some of the new instruments and the new business 

practices that contributed to the current crisis, there could well be an 

overreaction. I have alluded to such possibilities in my answers to previous 

questions. The fundamental concern is regulation and legislation that is 

essentially designed to be punitive. Here, the danger is one of throwing out 

the baby (useful innovations) with the bathwater. Personally, I find the 

focus on unregulated hedge funds, private equity funds and suchlike 

somewhat overdone. The real damage was in fact done by institutions that 

were regulated, at least in principle. 



I hope that the driving force behind global financial reform will be the Basel 

3 process now taking place in Switzerland.  Some form of globally agreed 

way forward is required to avoid the serious complications and inefficiencies 

associated with different governments deciding to go their own way. This 

Basel process is now well underway, and the resulting recommendations 

will be presented at the G20 Summit in Korea in November. They will 

certainly, and rightly, include proposals for more bank capital and better 

bank capital, as well as proposals for banks to hold more and better liquid 

assets. 

 There will also be proposals for capital requirements to move counter 

cyclically, and for capital surcharges to be imposed on systemically 

important institutions. Personally, I feel these latter measures are very 

important. The trick, however, will be to find the right balance between too 

easy rules that will encourage excessive speculation, and too onerous rules 

that will stifle normal lending for productive purposes.  Evidently, the Basel 

Committee is doing and will continue to do research to allow it to avoid 

either extreme. In this sense, both over reaction and under reactions are 

still possibilities.  

6. Which is your favourite proposal for reform in financial regulation? 

We must deal with the too big to fail problem as I suggested above. Note 

that government support measures in the crisis led to some banks that were 

“too big to fail” emerging from the crisis even bigger (and sometimes more 

complex) than they were before. Moreover, big banks with assumed 

government support have funding advantages over others, which can only 

lead to their becoming even bigger. This is a very bad path, and we must get 

off it as soon as possible.  

   

 


